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The new Puma camera represents a major breakthrough in ANPR Camera
technology. Developed and designed in-house by the Suilvision team the camera is
packed with new innovative features providing the user with an extremely high
plate track and read.

The Puma camera utilises a 3 megapixel technology camera module with remote
control lens providing easy set up. The big breakthrough is that the camera
incorporates a processor which runs the unique Suilvision Vehicle tracking
algorithm and plate finder. Part of the algorithm is the analysis of the light on and
around the vehicle and plate scene with the ability of the system to automatically
adjust the camera settings to ensure the best possible image. When adjusting the
camera, the system will automatically change the camera lens iris to
increase/decrease the amount of light into the camera, increase or decrease the
level of Infra-Red illumination, alter the shutter speed and gain of the camera
module. By analysing and adjusting the image in the camera body means that there
is a far quicker response to the scene.

Once the images have been captured, five pictures and transmitted to the server,
located either on or off site running a Dual OCR processing system. One server can
handle multiple cameras. The two OCR's are independent of different types and are
both presented with the same series of images to read. The OCR's both produce
confidence reads of the plate with any read over 90% confidence going into the
database, should there be a less than 90% confidence of the images from both
OCR's then the images are sent to the Suilvision advanced image processor and
cleaned up before being represented to the OCR's.

The cameras are plug and play and need little set up. the main server running the
OCR and associated software and database can handle multiple cameras and one
per site is usually all that is required.

The resulting reads can be viewed directly through the mysuilvison management
software or can be extracted by a variety of API's.

Introducing the all new Puma Camera



A brand new in-house developed Camera
incorporating on board processing and
unique Suilvision Vehicle/Plate finding

algorithms
Multiple cameras per Site

Puma Camera Including HD
Camera Sensor, remote

control vari-focal Lens, Plate
tracker & Internet Connection.
Automatic control of camera,
iris and IR lighting functions

Network/Internet

Server Completer with Dual
Independent ANPR OCR's

ANPR SQL Database

Access through Cloud or API.
OCR Engines and database on

or offsite, works with or
without mysuilvision
management software.

Engineer Interface

mysuilvision



SUILVISION IS A COMPANY

which Develop, manufacture and supply innovative products to the
Security, Traffic and Parking Markets.
With over 30 years experience in the Security and Traffic marketplaces
the team at Suilvision are familiar with the requirements of most
customers and are able to provide a top class solution.
The Traffic range of products are based around Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) and associated equipment providing the end user a
full turnkey solution.
From hardware to software, our High Definition ANPR combines,
performance, quality, unique technology and usability all matched with
competitive pricing. Suilvisions aim is to make all our installations a
stress-free environment; by concentrating on system design and
functionality Suilvision have developed pioneering solutions. Whether you
require a system to monitor vehicle access and control movement in and
out of private land, or monitoring complex multi-lane, national highways
- Suilvision have the solution at the right price with the right support.

The Company is focused on quality of product and service with the
emphasis on partnering with customers to provide the best solution
possible.

www.suilvision.co.uk

suilvision - clearly better


